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Overview:
Arlington has a history of bicycle planning and accommodations that goes back nearly 50 years. Over
that time, there have been tremendous changes to Arlington’s physical development, demographics and
travel options. Bicycling as a travel option has blossomed in popularity, particularly during the most
recent decade. A 2015 survey of Arlington residents’ travel habits found that about five percent of
residents now use bicycles for their primary commute travel. The District of Columbia, Alexandria and
other more urban parts of the Washington region are also experiencing higher rates of bicycle use.
Arlington’s increase in bicycling may be attributed to a number of factors, including the establishment of
the Capital Bikeshare system, which, since 2010, has continued to expand coverage and membership.
Physical factors helping to advance local bicycling include an expanding network of bicycle lanes, and the
introduction of buffered and protected bike lanes in some of the most highly traveled sections of
Arlington. New bicycle wayfinding signage, a bicycle comfort map and many on-line resources are
helping direct bicyclists towards the best routes. Public education and outreach spearheaded by the
BikeArlington program are providing skills and encouragement to thousands of people every year. The
County-led efforts along with activities sponsored by local businesses and residents have produced a
unique Arlington bicycle culture.
Arlington’s Complete Streets policy and many other established policies regarding land use planning,
energy conservation, environmental protection and physical wellness provide strong institutional
support for making bicycle use safer, more convenient, and more normal. The 2008 Bicycle Element has
served the County well, and many of its recommendations, strategies and suggested facilities have been
implemented. However, it has not kept up with changes in the community and emerging best practices
in bicycle facility design and operation. The information in this report is intended to inform an update of
the MTP Bicycle Element.
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Section 1 – A Brief History of Bicycle Planning In Arlington
In September, 1967, Arlington County constructed its first bicycle facility, a paved multi-use trail along
about three miles of the Four Mile Run stream valley. In the nearly 50 years since that trail opened, the
network of bicycle facilities has grown substantially in length, quantity, and scope. The bicycling network
now includes 50 miles of off-street trails, another 77 miles of on-street facilities such as bicycle lanes,
bicycle boulevards and routes, and associated facilities including secure bicycle parking, storage rooms,
and showers for commuters. Arlington is also a founding member in the Capital Bikeshare system. CaBi
is one of the oldest and largest bike share systems in North America, and additionally, one of the few
that operates across jurisdictional lines.
Development of this ever-enlarging network of bicycle facilities has been directed by a series of bicycle
planning documents beginning with the May 1974 Master Bikeway Plan. That plan called for an 80-mile
network of interconnected trails for commuter and recreational use, established overall goals and
objectives, and presented a design guide. In 1977, the plan was amended to expand the proposed
system to include a trail along the route of I-66 and bicycle parking for the new Metrorail stations.
In 1986, a comprehensive update of Arlington’s transportation policy, to be known as the Master
Transportation Plan – Part I (MTP) was adopted. The document brought the streets and thoroughfares
and the bicycle facilities plans together into a unified document. Transportation goals and objectives
were presented to encompass all forms of transport in Arlington and established policy principles for
travel modes such as hiking, biking and jogging. The 1986 document built upon the planned network of
facilities in the prior plans. In April 1994, the Arlington Bicycle Transportation Plan was adopted as a
revision to the prior MTP. The 1994 document placed more emphasis on bicycling as a separate
transportation mode, setting out design and policy principles to enhance the street network for safer
bicycle travel. The 1994 plan and updates in 1999 and 2003 introduced the use of bicycle lanes and
reallocation of roadway space for bicycle use. New standards for significant site plan developments
required secure bicycle parking, and showers and lockers for commuters.
Beginning in 2006, a complete rewrite of the Master Transportation Plan (MTP) was undertaken, and led
to the adoption of eight MTP elements coordinated by a common set of overriding goals and policies.
One of the eight MTP documents is the current Bicycle Element, adopted by the County Board in July,
2008. The 2008 planning document again refined the vision for bicycling in Arlington, and recognized the
importance of growing the number of local bicycle users. This was to be achieved with new and better
facilities, and greater emphasis on encouragement and safety education. Key features of the 2008
Bicycle Element included: many new on-street bikeway types and treatments; updated design principles;
bikeway maintenance standards; and a list of over 100 proposed new bicycle facilities.
In addition to the County's own plans, bicycle facilities for Arlington residents, workers and visitors are
planned and developed at the regional (Metropolitan Washington COG, NVRP), state (VDOT) and federal
(National Park Service) levels.
This Bicycling Baseline report looks at the state of bicycling in Arlington in late 2016. It describes current
bicycle use and safety trends; discusses current education, encouragement and enforcement activities;
includes policy updates; and sets out community engagement activities and best practices for bikeway
design. Finally, the report provides a summary of how the 2008 Bicycle Element has been implemented.
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Section 2 - Recent bicycle use – what we know from counts, surveys, etc. about
how much bicycling is happening, by whom and for what purposes
Arlington County is a great place to use bicycles for transportation, recreation, and utility trips. An
analysis from 2008, when the present MTP Bicycle Element was adopted, found that "a steady
evolutionary change in biking policy during the last three decades has yielded some of the nation's best
biking assets." (2008, Hanson and Young, "Active Living and Biking", Journal of Health Politics, Policy and
Law.) That evolution continues, with a better understanding of what creates a great environment for
cycling, and with better monitoring and evaluation of bicycle use. A survey of Arlington residents’
transportation habits conducted in 2015 found that 5.2% of Arlington commuters use bicycles as their
main travel choice, and that 63% of those bicycle commuters had taken up cycling to work within the
previous year. At the time the 2008 Bicycle Element was being written, the reported share of commute
trips that were being made by bicycle was less than 1 percent. That indicates growing acceptance,
popularity, and familiarity with cycling. On the other hand, observations have revealed that only 27% of
the Arlingtonians who are commuting by bicycle are women, so there is room to make bicycle use more
comfortable and normal for everyone.
In recent years, the County has significantly improved methods for documenting and evaluating bicycle
use. These include a network of more than 30 continuous, permanent counting sites, plus data from
Capital Bikeshare operations, scientifically valid surveys, volunteer count events, and participation in a
number of formal research efforts.








The BikeArlington.com Counter Dashboard makes data from the County’s network of automatic
continuous counters available to the public. This has spurred popular discussion and analysis,
the development of travel apps, and general interest in bicycle and pedestrian data.
The Resident Travel Survey (2015) documented bicycle mode share, age distribution and
demographics of bicycle users, and non-work trip purposes and frequency.
County transportation engineers regularly commission traffic studies that include bicycle and
pedestrian counts.
Research continues on improved counting methods. Arlington has participated in a number of
equipment trials, hosted a national research project on bicycle and pedestrian volume data,
tested a smartphone app for volunteer counts, and employed an innovative method to detect
and classify bicycles in mixed traffic data.
A recent study of Arlington count data found a 38% increase in bicycle with more ambient light,
around the seasonal clock change for daylight savings time, after correcting for weather and
other factors.
The County has conducted a mapping-intensive Low Traffic Stress analysis of bicycle
connectivity. This study sets the stage for testing different future scenarios, and can be used to
prioritize capital projects for optimum benefit.

This wealth of bicycling data supports a variety of queries. Findings range from location-specific traffic
patterns to descriptions of county-wide behavior. Some of these findings are expressed in the bulleted
points and charts below, which illustrate a nearly limitless variety of possible relationships.


Capital Bikeshare helps meet the demand for short utility trips. The growth and acceptance of
the system has validated the County’s financial support and helped make Bikeshare an
alternative regional transit system. (Fig. 1)
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Bicycling volumes in Arlington display a clear seven-month high season, April through October.
February is usually the least popular month for cycling. (Fig. 2)
When Metrorail service was first disrupted for the extended SafeTrack maintenance effort in
June, 2016, Arlington counters and Capital Bikeshare recorded their highest monthly totals ever.
(Figs. 1 and 2)
Painted bike lanes are not as popular as off-street trails. The Custis Trail regularly sees about
three times as many daily bicycle trips as the roughly parallel bike lanes on Clarendon and
Wilson Boulevards. (Fig. 3)
There are thousands of daily bicycle trips even in winter, and significant bicycle river crossings
even in the depths of winter. In June, there are over 5,000 daily bicycle crossings on the three
bridges with permanent counters (Key, Roosevelt, 14th Street). Memorial Bridge, managed by
the National Park Service, has no permanent bicycle counter, but studies have shown an average
of more than 2,200 daily bicycle and pedestrian crossings per day. (Figs. 4 and 5)

These additional findings emerge prominently in any analysis of the data, but are not separately
illustrated.





Weather is a very strong determinant of bicycle activity; any amount of precipitation suppresses
bicycle numbers. And a recent study has shown that early onset of darkness (i.e. the end of
daylight savings time) significantly inhibits bicycle use.
Some bicycle facilities are dominated by commuter activity, with very pronounced morning and
evening travel peaks on weekdays, and lower volumes on weekends (e.g. Custis Trail). These
facilities really serve primarily as transportation routes. Other facilities exhibit more mixed use,
or more predominant non-commute use.
Weekday (workday) and weekend use patterns are strikingly different, with pronounced
morning and evening peaks for commute days, and a single mid-day bulge on weekends and
holidays.

Fig. 1: Monthly Capital Bikeshare trips originating in Arlington, Sep. 2010 – Oct. 2016
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Fig. 2: Monthly pattern of bicycle volume, Custis Trail, west of Rosslyn, Nov. 2009 – Oct. 2016

Fig. 3: monthly bicycle volumes, Wilson + Clarendon bike lanes, Dec. 2012 - Oct. 2016

Fig. 4: Average daily bicycle crossings, three Potomac River bridges (Key, Roosevelt, 14th Street)
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Fig. 5: Total annual bicycle crossings, three Potomac River bridges (Key, Roosevelt, 14th Street)

Fig. 6: Arlington Residents’ Journey to Work by Travel Mode

Fig. 7: Arlington Residents' Satisfaction with Journey to Work by Primary Travel Mode
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Fig. 8: Arlington Residents' Frequency of Bicycle Use for Non-work Trips

Fig. 9: Arlington Residents' Purposes for Recent Non-work Trips: All Trips, and Bicycle Trips

Data Sources for Figures:
Fig. 1 – Capital Bikeshare records
Figs. 2 thru 5 – Compiled data from automatic counters
Figs. 6 thru 9 - 2015 Arlington Resident Travel Survey
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Section 3 - Safety assessment and crash data

During the 1999 to 2015 period, a total of 704 bicycle crashes that resulted in an injury, were reported in
Arlington County. Bicyclists account for about 1.2% of all reported injuries from traffic crashes that
occurred in Arlington during that 17 year period. During that time, there were two bicyclists killed in
traffic crashes within Arlington.
The number of bicycle crashes resulting from collisions with motor vehicles that are reported to the
Arlington Police each year has fluctuated slightly over the past 20 years, but has consistently been in the
range between 40 and 55 per year. Although bicycle ridership in Arlington has increased significantly in
recent years due to the introduction of Capital Bikeshare, population growth and enhanced bicycle
services and facilities, the number of crashes reported has not markedly changed.
When comparing Arlington’s bicycle injury and fatality rates to that of the national average it is apparent
that the annual rate of bicyclist injuries per capita is higher in Arlington than the national average (20.2
bicycle injuries per 100,000 persons in Arlington versus 15.5 per 100,000 persons nationally*), however
fatal bicycle crashes occur significantly less frequently (0.05 per 100,000 persons in Arlington versus 0.23
per 100,000 persons nationally). It is not clear whether Arlington’s 30 percent higher bicycle injury rate
per capita is an indicator of a less-safe bicycling environment, or of a higher amount of bicycling per
capita here than elsewhere in the country.
More than 90% of the bicycle crashes reported in Arlington during the past four years have occurred at
either: the intersection of two streets, or the intersection of a multiuse trail with a street. Crashes in
mid-block locations are relatively uncommon. Primary arterial streets, such as Wilson Boulevard, Lee
Highway, Glebe Road and Walter Reed Drive are where the great majority of all bicycle/motor vehicle
crashes occur. The locations with the most frequent crashes (see Figure 10) are where primary arterial
streets and popular multiuse trails intersect (i.e. Custis Trail with Lynn Street, the W&OD Trail with Lee
Highway and the Arlington Boulevard Trail with Washington Boulevard).

*National Data is from NHSTA Traffic Safety Facts reports 2011- 2014;
Local data is from Arlington County Police reports, 1999 to 2016.
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Figure 10: Map of Recent Bicycle Crashes
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Section 4 - Education, Encouragement Efforts and Arlington’s Bike Culture
As with many communities across the nation, Arlington has seen a growing presence of bicycle riders of
all ages and abilities over the past few years. Much of this growth has been spurned by the efforts to
create social and educational events around bicycles, both by County staff and by community members.
Below is a partial list of the many bike-related events and initiatives that foster ridership within
Arlington. Many other less-formal activities encouraging Arlingtonians to bicycle more for recreation,
sport and transportation occur throughout the year.
Adult Classes and Culture Rides
BikeArlington and WABA collaborate to offer a range of classes to teach and encourage riding, including
Learn to Ride, Confident City Cycling, Community & Culture rides to highlight myriad things like art,
history, ethnic food, and local crime lore. BikeArlington also offers seminars for employers to educate
staff about commuting and basic bike maintenance. Seminars are also offered in Spanish at the
Shirlington Education and Employment Center.
Social Rides
 Regular Local Bike Shops: FreshBikes, Revolution Cycles, Papillon Cycles, and Phoenix Bikes all
organize rides on a regular basis. Some are recurring (weekly or monthly) and year-round, while
others are seasonal and special events.
 Large Annual Rides, such as the Arlington Fun Ride, a family-friendly ride around the Arlington
Loop attracting 200-300 riders; and the Air Force Classic & Open Course Challenge, a series of
professional races in
Clarendon and
Crystal City, with an
amateur event
where thousands
ride loops of the
professional course
for three hours.
 Independent Formal
Groups: There are
numerous Arlingtonbased groups
organizing their own
rides, including 55+
Riders Group, Babes
on Bikes, the
Madison Manor Bike
Club, Potomac
Pedalers, and many others.
 Daily Coffee Meetups: Commuter-arranged meetings at a different coffee shop every weekday,
in and around the County.
 Kidical Mass: Arlington has an active local chapter of this group which organizes monthly,
family-friendly rides geared toward those with small children. These rides attract many bikes
with trailers and child cargo capacity.
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Freezing Saddles: This is a grassroots organized competition of teams of riders to see who can
ride the most miles between January 1 and March 20. Special prizes are given to riders who ride
in the coldest, snowiest, rainiest, and myriad other extreme conditions. Organized through the
BikeArlington forum, it generates a huge spike in online postings and ridership during a time
when most bikes are put up for the season.

Bicycle Friendly Community and Bicycle Friendly Businesses
Arlington has been rated a Silver Level Bicycle Friendly Community (BFC) by the League of American
Bicyclists since 2007. Staff and community members continue to take the League’s suggestions to find
ways increase cycling. One example is BikeArlington has begun hosting rides for County staff
(transportation engineers, planners, communications departments) as well as for visiting groups or
conferences. These short rides are focused in Crystal City and feature parts with no infrastructure up to
bike lanes with parked cars as a buffer, and included several stops to discuss ride comfort level,
accessibility, and how the
infrastructure projects were
developed.
Arlington also has 37 Bicycle
Friendly Businesses, fifth
most in the nation, thanks in
large part to the promotional
efforts of Arlington
Transportation Partners. Staff
members actively reach out
to the business community,
encouraging them to apply
for the designation while
adding amenities to make
bike commuting easier, such
as secure bike parking and
showers for employees.
Bike Maps
Arlington produces two
versions of bike maps, a
traditional map of
showing Arlington's
network of bike lanes
and trails, and the
Comfort Level Map that
rates many bicycle
routes on how stressful
it feels for a novice
bicyclist to ride them.
Up to 150,000 of these
maps are printed and
distributed each year.
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BikeArlington Website, Forum, and Social Media
BikeArlington maintains a robust website with 100 pages of information, ranging from new-rider tips to
interesting ride routes, to a daily-updated bike counter dashboard to the history and growth of Capital
Bikeshare in the County. The site gets more than 60,000 unique visitors and 130,000 pageviews a year.
The BikeArlington manages several active social media accounts including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and Youtube, all of which promote bicycling through positive messaging and help the county
disseminate time-sensitive information. The BikeArlington monthly email newsletter reaches more than
10,000 people in Arlington and the greater Washington, DC, region. The Washington Area Bike Forum
has thousands of registered users and averages more than 1.5 million page views from people all over
the world.
BikeArlington Outreach
BikeArlington engages the
“Interested but Concerned”
cycling citizens of Arlington
(who might not be in touch
with encouragement efforts
otherwise) through
outreach at large
community events like the
County Fair and Marine
Corps Marathon, where we
pass out literature, swag,
and fun giveaway items and
also sponsor a free bike
valet. In 2016, they created
an Active Street Festival, by using street closures already occurring for the Air Force Classic bicycle race
to temporarily open selected streets to only to people walking and bicycling. The event provided
programming to support physical activity, foster community connections, broaden transportation
choices and support local businesses. These included a pop-up protected bike lane along Wilson with a
“bike petting zoo” for folks to try out different kinds of bikes, a bike rodeo for smaller children, and
other demonstration events.
Numerous other outreach events planned and executed in recent years by BikeArlington staff include:
 Zen in the City (a women-only yoga and bike education event);
 Lighten Up Arlington (annual distribution of blinky lights after day lights savings time);
 Notorious ARL (a bike tour of Arlington darker historic sites);
 Bike Errand Contest (photos of creative use of cargo bikes and trailers);
 Balaclavas and Baklava (a DIY session for riders to make cold weather gear);
 CaBi Fiestas (Spanish-language events to promote Capital Bikeshare)
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PAL Campaign and PAL Ambassadors
In an effort to promote civility on our streets by people using all modes of transportation, BikeArlington
created the “Be a PAL” (Predictable, Alert, Lawful) campaign. In addition to traditional advertising and
brochures, citizen volunteers act as PAL
Ambassadors to run street events at busy
Arlington intersections, engaging motorist,
cyclist and pedestrians in a positive way
while handing out message branded
goodie bags. The volunteer pool is
approaching 100 members. Paid part-time
staff also tow a “bike billboard” which
takes safety messages to the street. Since
July 2015, the bike billboard has traveled
thousands of miles around Arlington.
BikeArlington has also incorporated a PAL
Instagram account and the official PAL
program hashtag is #BEaPAL.
Street Smart
The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments (COG) produces an annual public information
and campaign aimed at raising awareness of traffic safety issues with particular attention towards the
safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. The region-wide campaign features printed brochures,
advertisements on buses and radio announcements. In addition to the media distribution, the Street
Smart campaign also involves targeted traffic safety law enforcement and education details by area
police departments, as well as televised statements by local public officials.
Videos: Bikeswell and Arlington Passages
BikeArlington commissioned two video projects to tell the story of growing bicycle use in Arlington.
Bikeswell is a 30-minute documentary on the County’s multi-decade effort to encourage, educate, and
plan for a better biking community. Arlington Passages is a series of six short videos, featuring
Arlingtonians who bike, to tell the stories behind the people and their bikes. The films are available on
YouTube now and at: www.BikeSwell.com and www.ArlingtonPassages.com
Bike to Work and Walk & Bike to
School Days
These annual events occur every
May and October. For Bike to Work
Day, Arlington now has seven
morning pit stops (including Rosslyn
Gateway Park, the largest in the
Washington region for three years
running) and two evening pit stops.
In 2016, more than 2,500 riders
registered to check in at the various
Arlington stops. For Bike and Walk
to School Day, BikeArlington,
Arlington Public Schools, Safe
Routes to School, and WalkArlington
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coordinate promotion to get nearly 5,000 students from all 31 public schools to use active
transportation. Parents are encouraged to lead Bike Trains and Walking School Buses.
Many schools, such as Washington-Lee High School and Swanson Middle School, have strong bike
cultures and regularly have over-flowing bikes racks. Some schools which currently lack adequate
infrastructure on the routes leading to them see limited bicycling by students.
Rackspotter
Rackspotter is a web-based tool to create a crowd-sourced inventory of bike parking. It makes it easy to
find and log existing bike racks, and includes photos and a game-style leader board to encourage
participation. Initially it was limited to Arlington, but the geographic limits have been lifted, and now has
been populated with the help of volunteers. There are more than 6,500 bike parking locations with
more than 50,000 individual parking spots placed on the map and more are added every day.
www.RackSpotter.com
SafeTrack
County Transportation staff worked to quickly provide special bicycle accommodations for WMATA's
SafeTrack closures, the first of which hit Arlington directly with single-tracking between East Falls Church
and Ballston. Among the many accommodations were special way-finding signs along the Metro
corridors to help riders unfamiliar with the routes, additional bike racks set up near affected Metro
stations (Ballston); and daily Bike Trains from East Falls Church to Rosslyn to assist new riders. Arlington
also installed a new Capital Bikeshare Station near the EFC Metro, and expanded other stations in
Ballston and Rosslyn. Bike trail counters during the first surges showed ridership increases of between
35 and 75% over June 2015.
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Section 5 – The Bicycle Network, Bicycle Facility Types & Best Practices in Design
and Operation
The Arlington Bicycle Network
There are currently 49 miles of Multi-use trails, 40 miles of bike lanes and sharrows, and 77 miles of
designated bike routes in Arlington County. A map of Arlington’s current bikeway network is attached. A
total of about 3 miles of the marked bicycle lanes include some additional separation from motor
vehicle traffic in the form of either painted buffer strips or buffer strips with physical dividers (known as
protected bicycle lanes).
Several of off-street trails are the primary travel routes for bicycling within Arlington. They attract the
largest numbers of bicyclists because they provide continuous paths that are free of motor vehicle
traffic and have many grade-separated or traffic-signal controlled crossings of major roadways or
highways for enhanced safety and user convenience. These trails, which include the Custis, Mount
Vernon, W&OD and Four Mile Run, are used extensively by bicyclists for transportation and
recreation/exercise purposes, as well as by walkers, runners and wheelchair users. Regional partners,
the National Park Service and NOVA Parks are the owners of two of trails; the Mount Vernon and W&OD
respectively. These trails are linked with a number of other County-owned trails to form The Arlington
Loop (a 16-mile circuit of linked primary trails) and are the backbone of the larger Bicycle Network of onstreet and off-street facilities.
The Arlington Bicycle Network has been created in recent decades within a largely fully developed
community. In some areas of Arlington the existing land use and street patterns make the installation of
bikeways more difficult. Consequently, there is an even distribution of bicycle facilities across the
county. The overall Bicycle Network is also compromised by difficult to bridge barriers including limitedaccess highways such as Interstates 66 and 395, and US Routes 1, 27, 50 and 110; and large federal
properties owned by the Defense Department or country clubs. Some major arterial roadways that span
Arlington such as Lee Highway (US Rt. 29), Glebe Road (US Rt. 120) have not been designed for bicycle
use and due to heavy traffic volumes and limited rights-of-way, will be difficult to enhance for safer
bicycling. Significant hills, largely in the north and western parts of the County can also make crosscounty bicycling challenging.
The more than 300 miles of neighborhood streets that exist in Arlington make up the greatest
percentage of the overall bicycling network. These streets have relatively low-volumes of motor vehicle
traffic and are not typically travelled at high speeds, therefore bicyclists of most abilities can safely travel
on them with little special accommodations. Many of the neighborhood streets are relatively short and
do not provide direct linkages between major activity centers within Arlington. Therefore to enhance
the utility of the streets for bicycling some have been mapped and marked as bicycle routes with
intended destinations and network linkages. The addition of relatively short off-street connector trails
within parks or across unbuilt street rights-of-way allows for some otherwise discontinuous segments to
form usable bike routes.
Many potential or current bicyclists are reluctant to use the on-street bicycle facilities that are in place
on high-trafficked arterial streets. They prefer to bicycle on trails or neighborhood streets with minimal
exposure to motor vehicles. Many bicyclists are also adverse to crossing major roadways without the
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Fig. 11 - Map of the Arlington Bicycle Network
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assistance of grade-separations and/or traffic signals and crosswalk enhancements. Future upgrades in
the form of greater separation of bicyclists from motor traffic and new/enhanced signalized crossings
are being looked at to enable more persons to bicycle within Arlington.
Access between Arlington and the District of Columbia is via sidewalk/paths on all five Potomac River
bridges. The Key and Memorial bridges are easily accessed via trails, sidewalks or streets on both sides
of the river. The other bridges (Chain, Theodore Roosevelt and 14th Street) have more limited access
although they each link to a primary regional trail such as the Mt. Vernon Trail and C&O Towpath.
Access into our adjacent Virginia jurisdictions of Alexandria, Falls Church and Fairfax County is currently
via a mixture of regional trails (W&OD and Mt. Vernon), arterial roads, many of which lack bicycle
facilities, and a few neighborhood streets. Local and regional bicycle maps help bicyclists with planning
cross-border routes.

Bicycle Facility Types
Arlington County has a variety of different types of bicycle facilities that help make traveling in Arlington
County by bike friendlier for residents and visitors. The facility type provided will vary based upon a
number of factors including: available public right-of-way, traffic volumes on the street, roadway width
and the local environment.
Multi-Use Trails
Arlington County has an extensive network of bicycle infrastructure. These multiuse trails are generally 10 feet wide with a solid yellow line striped down the
middle to separate users. Trails are used by a wide variety of types of users,
including children and adults, ranging from pedestrians, dog walkers, runners, and
people on bikes. Cars and other motor vehicles are prohibited from operating on
the off-street trails.

Protected Bike Lanes
Protected bike lanes, also known as cycletracks or
separated bike lanes, provide physical separation
between people on bikes and motor vehicles. The
separation can be provided in a number of ways
including: plastic bollards, landscaping or large planters,
curbs or even car parking. Arlington currently has 1.3
miles of protected bike lanes on three streets in Rosslyn
and Pentagon City.
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Bike Lanes
Bicycle lanes are striped or otherwise separated areas on the
roadway designated for the preferential use of bicyclists over
motor vehicles. On most streets, bicycle lanes are provided
between the curb and the right travel lane, or between the
curbside parking lane and the right travel lane.

Buffered Bike Lanes
Buffered bicycle lanes
provide the same functions
as a standard bicycle lane with the addition of marked buffer space
on one or both sides of the lane. Depending on the location there
may be buffers provided between the bicycle lane and the travel
lane, between the bicycle lane and on-street parking, or both.

Green Bike Lanes
Green bikes lanes (literally, green paint within the
existing bike lanes) are relatively new in Arlington. They
help reinforce the presence of the bike lane in places
where the street markings might not get noticed by
drivers. Arlington County uses them at specific, critical
locations where bike lanes and drive lanes cross each
other in unusual configurations, such as at "Y"
intersections or at the start of some dedicated right turn
lanes.

Designated Bike Routes
Arlington County has 77 miles of designated on-street routes that
are a connected network of roads which have been determined to
be bicycle friendly or provide important connections to the bicycle
network. These are signed in many places and are called out
specifically in the Arlington County bike map.
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Bike Boulevards
Bike boulevards or neighborhood greenways are on-road networks
composed of low-speed streets which have been optimized for bicycle
travel. Bicycle boulevards discourage cut-through motor-vehicle traffic
but allow local motor-vehicle traffic. They are designed to give priority
to bicyclists as through-going traffic to create a connected network of
comfortable and safe streets. The most popular bike boulevards in
Arlington parallel Columbia Pike.
Sharrows
“Shared-lane markings” or
“sharrows,” are intended to
help motorists and cyclists safely share and navigate streets.
Sharrows are typically designated on multi-lane roadways, with
moderate traffic speeds that lack sufficient roadway space for
bike lanes. Often sharrows are marked in as a means to link
other bicycle facilities such as bike lanes and trails

Bike Boxes
A bike box is a designated area at the head of a traffic lane
at a signalized intersection that provides bicyclists with a
safe and visible way to get ahead of queuing traffic during
the red signal phase. There is a bike box at the southern
side of the intersection of Veitch Street and Lee Highway.

WayfindingSigns
Arlington County has placed directional wayfinding signs along bicycle and
pedestrian routes. These wayfinding signs help cyclists and pedestrians
more easily navigate multi-use trails, on-street bike lanes and designated
bike routes, and its commercial districts.
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Bicycle Parking and Fixit Stands
Arlington County has bike racks across the County with
over 4500 spaces logged on RackSpotter.com. Transit
stations and office buildings may have sheltered parking
or locked facilities for day-long use, while in commercial
districts and at County facilities the short-term visitor
parking is more likely to be an open rack, like a standard
“inverted-U”. Arlington also has bicycle repair "Fixit"
stands located near Metro Stations which include an air
pump and tools for basic repairs and adjustments.

Best Practices in Bicycle Facility Design and Operation:
The following are resources that are important reference guides that County staff currently uses to help
achieve a highly-developed bicycling environment. This list is not comprehensive, but are valuable
resources that help guide County staff in the development and implementation of local bicycle facilities.
Standards/Guidelines



AASHTO A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets “Green Book” https://bookstore.transportation.org/Item_details.aspx?id=110
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/kno_2009.htm

Successful Practices/Guides












AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/docs/b_aashtobik.pdf
AASHTO Guide for Achieving Flexibility in Highway Design https://bookstore.transportation.org/item_details.aspx?ID=103
NACTO Urban Bikeway Design Guide - http://nacto.org/cities-for-cycling/design-guide/
NACTO Urban Street Design Guide
NACTO Transit Street Design Guide
Separated Bike Lane Planning and Design Guide http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/bicycle_pedestrian/publications/separated_bikelane_p
dg/page00.cfm
Complete Streets: Best Policy and Implementation Practices http://www.planning.org/apastore/search/Default.aspx?p=4060
ITE Context Sensitive Solutions in Designing Major Urban Thoroughfares for Walkable
Communities - http://www.ite.org/bookstore/RP036.pdf
Road Diet Handbook: Setting Trends for Livable Streets http://www.ite.org/emodules/scriptcontent/Orders/ProductDetail.cfm?pc=LP-670
Application Supplement to the NACTO TSDG
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Safety Resources





BIKESAFE: Bicycle Countermeasure Selection System - http://www.bicyclinginfo.org/bikesafe/
Bicycle Road Safety Audit Guidelines and Prompt Lists http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/tools_solve/fhwasa12018/
Commuter Bicyclist Behavior and Facility Disruption. Final Report (2007) http://www.lrrb.org/pdf/200715.pdf
NCHRP Report 500 Volume 18: A Guide for Reducing Collisions Involving Bicycles http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_rpt_500v18.pdf

State Resources



Virginia Bicycle Facility Resource Guide - http://www.virginiadot.org/programs/resources/bkfacresguide.pdf
Separated Bike Lane Planning & Design Guide –
https://www.massdot.state.ma.us/highway/DoingBusinessWithUs/ManualsPublicationsForms/S
eparatedBikeLanePlanningDesignGuide.aspx

Innovative Bicycle Facility Types or Street Treatments that Arlington is currently testing or
considering using:
Advisory Bicycle Lanes - A type of marked bicycle lane that has
“permeable” striping along the left side of the bicycle lane to allow
for intrusion by motor vehicles when bicyclists are not present.
Motorists should stay out of the bicycle lane areas when
approaching bicyclists. Typically used where a street‘s motor
vehicle traffic is relatively modest in speed and volume and the
roadway width is insufficient for both full bicycle lanes and
vehicular lanes. Only to be used on streets without marked
centerlines so to allow motorists to move left when passing
bicyclists.
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Contraflow Bicycle Lanes – A designated
bicycle lane that allows bicyclists to travel
in a direction on a street that motor
vehicles cannot. Most often the
contraflow facility allows for two-way
bicycle travel on a street that is one-way
only for motor vehicles.

Two-Stage Turn Box – A marked area at a
street intersection that is intended to assist
bicyclists when making a left-turn to a street
or bicycle facility at an unsignalized location.
The turn box is large enough for two or more
bicyclists to wait outside of the main flow of
vehicular travel.

Buffered or Protected Intersection – Often
installed at the intersection of two protected
bicycle lanes, this treatment provides a raised strip
or other buffering to separate bicyclists from
through and turning motor vehicle traffic, as well
as pedestrians, at a signalized intersection.

Bicycle Signals – A separate set of pedestrian-only traffic
signal heads that are provided on a primary bicycle facility.
Typically used where bicyclists receive their own signal
timing phase, or in cases such as contraflow bicycle
facilities, can travel in a direction not provided for motor
vehicles.
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Section 6 – County Policies that Affect Bicycling in Arlington
Arlington County has adopted a number of public policies aimed at accommodating and encouraging
safe travel by bicycle. Some of the most significant policies affecting bicycling are identified below.
Complete Streets - One of the principal policies of the Master Transportation Plan (MTP) calls for the
development of a comprehensive network of local and arterial streets that provide appropriate facilities
to accommodate all expected street users including persons using bicycles, walking, taking public transit
or operating a motor vehicle. The MTP provides design guidance as to how arterial streets can include
facilities, such as bicycle lanes, that provide for safe bicycling on the street.
Site Plan Conditions – Standard and special conditions are applied to new land development proposals
that are approved through the site plan approval process. Those conditions include several that specify
the quantities of secure bicycle parking that must be provided for tenant/resident and public use, as
well as, bicycling supportive facilities such as showers and lockers for tenants.
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) - New site plan projects also must implement plans which
specify services and physical and/or financial measures that encourage travel by bicycle and other nonautomobile modes rather than single-occupant vehicle use. Arlington’s TDM services include such
services as the BikeArlington program and Car Free Diet initiative.
Transit Accommodations- To enable easy multimodal travel, secure bicycle parking is provided at transit
stations. At many stations, bicycle shelters are provided to reduce exposure to adverse weather and
enhance security. Bicycles may be transported on all Arlington Transit (ART) and WMATA buses and may
be carried aboard all Metrorail trains except during specified peak travel hours.
Public Facilities – Secure bicycle parking for public use is routinely provided on-site at all County offices,
schools, libraries, community/recreational centers and large park properties. Arlington County has also
installed hundreds of bicycle racks along streets in commercial centers for use by the public.
Snow Removal from Commuter Trails – In order to enable safe, all-year commute travel by bicycle (and
on foot), Arlington County staff plows snow from primary multi-use trails.
Comprehensive and Area Plans -In addition to the Master Transportation Plan, policies supporting
bicycling, and recommendations for new bicycling facilities, are found in a number of recent County
planning documents including: the Community Energy Plan, the Public Spaces Master Plan and
numerous area plans such as the Rosslyn Sector Plan and the East Falls Church Area Plan.
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Section 7 - Summary of Implementation of the 2008 Bicycle Element
The nine goals of the MTP’s 2008 Bicycle Element are listed below along with highlights of actions that
have occurred to implement them.
Policy 1: Complete the Bikeway Network with focus on overcoming barriers. Improve connectivity
between trails and major bikeway corridors. Enhance bikeway information and way-finding signs.








50 (46%) of planned projects listed in Appendix B are complete or partially built/implemented.
29 (27%) projects are funded and in process of implementation. 30 (28%) have not been
funded, are to be built by others (state or federal) or have been cancelled.
Significant number of bike lane projects have been implemented that were not in 2008 plan
Four Mile Run Trail Underpass of I-395 built, and S. Joyce Street trail underpass of I-395 were
constructed
Bicycle Comfort Level Map published (140,000 copies distributed in first year)
Arlington Bike Map - 50,000 copies distributed annually
Wayfinding signage program developed and mostly installed

Policy 2: Provide high-quality bicycling facilities as part of all street improvement projects Use bicyclelane or shared-use lane symbols (“sharrows”).





Bicycle enhancements, such as bike lanes, are routinely installed with roadway repaving and
other street improvements.
25 miles of bike lanes with 1 mile of buffered bike lanes and 1 mile of protected bike lanes now
in place. Sharrow use is limited to a few locations with insufficient room for a bike lane.
NACTO design guide adopted. Bike boulevards, green lane markings, bicycle signals all in use.
Recent Sector Plan updates for Crystal City, Rosslyn, East Falls Church and Courthouse areas all
include plans for bicycle facilities

Policy 3: Create a community culture that embraces bicycle use as mainstream travel mode. Raise the
visibility and participation of bicycle in Arlington through regularly organized events, prominent facilities
and other encouragement activities.





2015 Arlington Travel survey found that 5% bicycle commute mode share. 11% of population
regularly use bicycles for non-commute trips
Capital Bikeshare and Bikeometer raise visibility of bike travel to general public
BikeArlington holds an increasing number of events each year. Partners include Crystal City BID,
Phoenix Bikes, APS/bike to school day, and bicycle shops
Currently 37 Arlington businesses are designated by the BFA as Bicycle Friendly Businesses

Policy 4: Require provision of facilities to support bicycling, such as showers, lockers and bicycle parking
by new development
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Bike parking, lockers and showers now standard part of staff review of new site plan projects.
Site plan conditions have been revised with inspection and enforcement of those requirements
stepped up.
Bicycle parking guidebook has been developed and published.

Policy 5: Annually collect bicycle data on County streets and trails.



More than 30 permanent bike counters now in place at key locations on trails and bike routes.
Data available to public on website.
Bikeometer display installed at Rosslyn Circle.

Policy 6: Implement a bike sharing program in transit corridors and other densely developed areas.



Capital Bikeshare operates with more than 80 stations in Arlington and over 400 across the
Washington DC region.
Over 250,000 trips made in Arlington during past year. 3,500+ Arlington members.

Policy 7: Conduct an ongoing safe bicycle route to schools program including semi-annual safety
educational programs for children and adults.




APS conducts Bike-to-Schools Days, regular bike safety instruction as part of gym classes.
APS started a bike safety and skills progam for 2nd Graders that will reach 9 schools this year.
BikeArlington organizes more than 20 bike riding classes for adults/general public

Policy 8: Manage the trails for safety with increased use Undertake facility improvement projects to
address overcrowding and user conflicts and develop instructional materials and signs to encourage
safer user practices.




PALS program established and well-promoted
Snow clearing program instituted for primary trail sections
Repaving, bollard removal, lighting upgrades, signage installation undertaken to enhance trail
safety at problem areas
Trail safety projects implemented on Custis (Rosslyn) and W&OD (Shirlington) trails



Policy 9: Provide convenient, covered and secure bicycle parking at transit station, schools, public
facilities and commercial centers.






Covered bicycle parking installed at Clarendon, Shirlington, Pentagon City and Crystal City
transit stations. Bike parking structures under construction at East Falls Church and Ballston
Metro stations.
Bike parking at Metro stations, schools, County facilities and many commercial centers have
been improved in quality and expanded in capacity
All WMATA and ART buses equipped to carry bicycles
Created a crowdsource bike parking tool www.RackSpotter.com with 700+ bike parking
locations and 44,500+ individual bike parking spots in Arlington
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